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Abstract: The control means of management accounting in practice does not work as effectively as that in theory, for the reason that the importance of informal control is overlooked. Based on the empirical data of listed high-tech companies in China, this paper analyzes different matching types between the formal and informal control and the relative effects on the enterprise performance. The findings of this study offer a broader way to improve the enterprise performance and enrich the research contents of management accounting. At the same time, it can also attach great importance to the matching type of management accounting control in practice.
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1. Introduction

The management accounting neglects the invisible informal control while pays attention to the explicit formal control is not good for the development of management accounting in China. China’s Ministry of Finance promulgated the “Guidance to comprehensively promote the management accounting system (Exposure Draft)” in 2014 and the “Management Accounting Basic Guidelines” in 2016. It is noteworthy that we should not only pay attention to the effect of formal control, but also to the role of informal control when formulating all kinds of specific guidelines. Okamoto K (2009) [1] pointed out that if the enterprise only focuses on the formal elements of management control and ignore the informal elements, management control would lose the soul and characteristics. Both of the “Statements on Management Accounting” published by IMA(Institute of Management Accountants) in 2010 and the “Global Management Accounting Principles” issued by CIMA and AICPA in 2014 described the management accounting tools in the comprehensive and detailed way. However, the expressions of these statements had been criticized by many scholars: management accounting tools only focused on the matching problem of elements and dimensions of formal control (such as specialization, scale, standardization, etc.) [2], and neglecting the role of informal control [3]. We also investigate the practice of well-known management accounting tools which draw significant attention of the literature and the media, for example, the Activity-Based Costing, Activity-Based Management (ABC/ABM), Target Cost Management (TCM), Cost Design, Balanced Scorecard (BSC) and other tools. Their practical effects cannot match the academic praise [4], for the reason that the practical effect of management accounting not only depends on the explicit formal control, but also depends on the role of recessive informal control. During the process of construction and promotion of management accounting standards in China, people have the tendency to ignore the existence and the effect of informal control. It is not conducive to the construction and development of Chinese management accounting.

Based on the analysis above, this paper takes listed high-tech companies in China from 2012 to 2015 as the research objects to study the relationship between formal and informal control in management accounting. We
try to answer: (1) What is the relationship between informal and formal control in management accounting? (2) If different matching types of formal and informal controls have different impacts on firm performance?

The contributions of this paper are as follows: (1) Reveal the relationship between the formal control and informal control in theory. (2) Emphasize different matching types of formal and informal controls in the guidelines and norms of management accounting for government in practice. The remainders of this paper are organized as follows: Section 2 presents theoretical analysis and research assumptions. Section 3 presents the research design. Then the empirical result is analyzed in Section 4. Section 5 presents the conclusions.

2. Theoretical Analysis and Research Assumptions

Management accounting is composed of formal control and informal control. Management accounting benefits from the matching type of different forms of control. If there was an imbalance in the match, it may lead to ambiguous information. It made us confused and lost. The effect of management accounting was destroyed [5-6]. We define the complementary matching categories according to the different functions of formal and informal control to further verify them. We try to provide more detailed analysis tools for exploring the complementary matching problem of formal and informal control.

Management accounting has two roles for using. On one hand is to achieve organizational goals by management implements control, the other is to seek opportunities and solve problems by the staff. Management accounting had both executive and adaptive capabilities. [7] In the previous studies, the classification for the concept of matching mainly gathers around Muchinsky and Monahan’s (1987) point of view [8]. They proposed the supplementary match and complementary match. The supplementary match means that one side could be added, modified or had similar characteristics as the other side through the organizational behavior. They changed in the same direction. The complementary match means that one side could be complementary with the other side on characteristic through the organizational behavior. The directions of changes are inconsistent. This research agrees that the Matching Theory of the supplementary match and complementary match in management accounting controls. Because of the direction of their change, the interaction between formal and informal control shows different types.

According to the two points of view above, we propose four kinds of "matching types" between management accounting control. We believe that the management accounting control tools maybe the one of four matching ways or they may be start with one type then continually circulate. We plot the matching paths of the two controls on the axis (Figure 1).The X (Y) axis shows that the two control activities mixed of execution capacity and adaptive capacity function types. The left end of the X-axis (the lower end of the Y-axis) corresponds to the activity that focuses on adaptability. The right end of the X-axis (the upper end of the Y-axis) indicates the activity focused on execution. Four quadrants are used to represent the formal and informal controls matching types. The first and third quadrants show that the direction of formal and informal control carried out by managers are the same .The formal and informal controls emphasize the executive capacity for the purpose of the activity. It can produce the single income effect of management accounting (supplementary match).The fourth quadrant indicates that the direction of formal and informal control which the managers implement are different. Two of the controls emphasize the executive capacity or adaptive capacity respectively for the purpose of the activity. It can produce the dual income effect of management accounting (complementary match).
In summary, we propose hypothesis:

H1: The complementary match I of the formal and informal control is conducive to enhancing firm performance.

H2: The complementary match II of the formal and informal control is conducive to enhancing firm performance.

H3: The supplementary match I of the formal and informal control (executive matching) is conducive to enhancing firm performance.

H4: The supplementary match II of the formal and informal control (adaptive matching) is conducive to enhancing firm performance.

2.1. Model Setting and Variable Definition

In order to verify the interaction between informal control and formal control, we adopt the multiple regression analysis method to analyze the relationship between formal and informal control by judging their regression coefficients. To test Hypothesis 1-4, we set the following research model(1):

\[
ROA_{i,t} = \gamma_0 + \gamma_1 IC_{i,t-1} + \gamma_2 FC_{i,t-1} + \gamma_3 IC_{i,t+1} * FC_{i,t-1} + \gamma_4 Control_{i,t} + \varepsilon
\]

(1)

This report selects the part of board in companies’ annual report as the analysis objects and uses the text analysis software ROSTCM6 to measure the intensity of "formal control" and "informal control" of each enterprise. Firstly, we follow the recommendations of UOTILA (2009) [9] and identify the key words of "formal control" and "informal control" according to the definitions in some authority literatures. The keywords of Formal control include rule, system, budget, performance evaluation, incentive and management accounting technology. Informal control keywords include idea, corporate culture, values, mission, and social responsibility.

We add four variables--executive capacity of formal control (FCa), adaptive capacity of formal control (FCb), executive capacity of informal control(ICc) and adaptive capacity of formal control (ICd))to the independent variables. Through the text analysis of management accounting and the keyword context, we subjectively judge the classification for formal and informal control tools between the executive capacity and adaptive capacity. Further, the firm's intensity of these variables are quantified and measured again. For example: we investigate the keyword "budget". If it is found to emphasize the rigidity implementation, we will define it as “FCa”. We also define it as “FCb” if the content emphasis on the flexibility of the budget adjustment and reflects the adaptive capacity. And so on.
These keywords are discussed and revised by expert groups (composed of 2 professors in management accounting and 6 entrepreneurs). All the keywords are with high reliability and validity and cluster into two categories as "formal control" and "informal control". Secondly, we quantified "formal control" and "informal control" according to the category system. Taking the inconsistency in the length of the report of the Board of Directors into account, we divided words frequency of "formal control" and "informal control" by the total length of the Board of Directors report. Finally, the strength of the above variables measuring results is obtained.

The control variables Following the study of Sun (2003) [10] and Xiao Zezhong and Du Rongrui (2009) [11], we chose some variables as the control variables: SIZE is the natural logarithm of total assets, AGE is firm age, SOE is State-owned enterprise, RD is R&D intensity of firm and LEV is total liabilities divided by total assets. Because there exists the time lag for the impact of management accounting on performance of firms, we select current period data of the independent variables and control variables. The dependent variable lags one period. Besides the above variables, we also include year-dummies and industry-dummies to control year effects and industry effects. The specific definitions of the relevant indicator are shown in Table I:
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2.2. Sample Selection and Data Description

The empirical investigation is based on a sample of A-share companies listed on Shanghai and Shenzhen Stock exchange from 2012 and 2015. The sample is selected from the following companies: ①We select high-tech manufacturing and high-tech service industry samples according to the "High-tech industry statistics catalog" revised in 2012; ②In the samples, companies belong to ST(Special treatment), PT(Particular Transfer) class are excluded; ③We remove companies with missing data. In the end, we get 1460 samples from 367 listed companies. All financial data were obtained from the China Securities Regulatory Commission web site, the media disclosure of the company's annual report from Juchao and Hexun website, the China Stock Market and Accounting Research (CSMAR) and F lush database.

3. Empirical Results and Analysis

3.1. Summary Statistics of Variables

For the study, we use the balanced panel data to conduct the statistical analysis by Stata12.0. Table II reports the summary of all variables. We can see that (1) in the implementation process. Chinese management accounting is focusing on formal control. The mean value of formal control (mean=0.288) is larger than the informal control (mean=0.023). (2)Informal control (max=0.3824, min=0.0052, mean=0.023) in Chinese enterprises exists. We tentatively validate the hypothesis in this paper, which provide a good condition for our follow-up study.
3.2. Multiple Regression Analysis

Table III shows the regression results for the effect of matching between Formal and Informal Controls on firm performance. According to the different matching types, the samples were divided into four groups. Models 1-4 represent complementary match I, complementary match II, supplementary match I and supplementary match II respectively. The models 1a-4a test the correlation coefficient of each control variable because each group has different sample number. The coefficient of coincidence of supplementary match I in model 1b is 0.557, which is significant at 1% level. The coefficient of complementary match I in model 2b is 0.0613, which is significant at the level of 1%. The coefficient of coincidence of supplementary match II in model 3b is 0.0348, which is significant at 1% level. The coefficient of complementary match II in model 4b is not significant. Therefore, there are differences among the different matching types of formal and informal controls on firm performance. Complementary match I, supplementary match I and supplementary match II demonstrate the previous view that informal control has a positive effect on firm performance except formal control. In addition, the interactions between informal and formal controls have a positive and significant effect on firm performance. That is, when formal and informal controls exist in the same enterprise, they are more conducive to improving firm performance. These conclusions verify the hypothesis 3a, 3b and 3c. But the result of complementary match II is not significant. Hypothesis 3d is not validated. It shows that this matching type is not conducive to improving firm performance. It verifies the above analysis that is an effective match.

Further analysis: (1) Complementary match I can not only make both control mechanisms demonstrate their more superior functions, but also get the optimal management accounting income. Executive capability is the dominant function of the formal control. For informal control, adaptive capability is its dominant function. In these circumstances, the formal and informal controls display their dominant function. Management accounting shows a dual-functional perspective (executive and adaptive capability) through the co-ordination of control tools. In that case, informal control can compensate for the acts that they are not emphasized by formal control. We call it “complementary match I”. The discrete changes of formal control (the rapid changes) will make the adjustment process of formal and informal controls too intense. The continuous change of Informal control will alleviate this problem [12]. Formal and informal controls have the ability to implement the dualistic strategy [13]. They also effect the exploitation and exploration of organizational duality. The entire control mechanism has both executive capability and adaptable capability. Therefore, if firms want to get the dual functions of executive and adaptive capability, we could conclude that the relationship between formal and informal control is compensatory match I. Compensatory match I will produce a dynamic tension between formal and informal controls. The tension dynamically affects the employee behavior and acts on firm performance. (2) Supplementary match makes formal and informal controls only show a common function (but not necessarily their dominant function). Management accounting shows a single functional perspective (executive ability or adaptability) through the match of control tools. It received a single income. If both the formal and informal controls focused on executive capability, they are limited to immediate benefits and short-term performance of the organization. In the long run, informal control has more influence than formal control. Culture is
accumulated by organizational members in a long-term process. Once it is formed, it will guide the values and behavioral norms of employees and even the firms’ future strategic direction.

### 4. Conclusion

For the study, we use the objective data of Chinese high-tech enterprises to study the relationship between formal control and informal control of management accounting. The results show that: Different matching types of formal and informal controls have different impacts on firm performance. Complementary match I, supplementary match I and supplementary match II have the positive significant impact on firm performance. While the complementary match II is irrelevant to firm performance.
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